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Abstract - This paper is concerned with modeling
the reliability characteristics in both probability
and frequency of large electric utility application
wind turbine generators together with their associated
utility interface equipment. A computationally
efficient algorithm is developed and applied to a wind
farm with a special AC/DC/AC interface currently under
design. The effects of various wind turbine/interface
system component forced outage rates on the expected
annual energy output of the farm is examined.

I. INrRODUCTION

The capture of a significant amount of energy
from the wind as a fuel-saving option is being
considered by many U.S. utilities. The integration of
large numbers of wind turbines of various size and
manufacture will have a clear impact on the
reliability performance of the aggregate system. The
power output characteristics of any wind turbine
generator (WIG) is quite different from that of any of
the conventional generation units found in most
utility systems. Wind generator output varies with
the wind, minute-to-minute, daily, seasonally, and
annually. Conventional reliability indicies such as
forced outage rates (FOR) are affected by the wind
characteristics since, for example, most utility
application WTG's are removed from service whenever
the wind velocity exceeds or falls below pre-
determined values [1,2].

In order to effectively and fairly assess system
reliability characteristics with wind turbines
integrated into the system, it is desirable to create
a reliability model for a wind farm that is
ccmpatible and consistent with conventional system
margin table calculations. First attempts at this [3]
do not generate such a model since frequency and
duration indicies are not included.

Wind farms and their components will have a high
initial failure rate because of the new and
unconventional utility applied technology. Also, when
we calculate the reliability indicies of a wind farm
generation and interconnecting transmission equipment
failure must be taken into account. A major
difficulty in reliability analysis of a wind farm
system is that each WIG will not have an independent
capacity distribution because of the dependence of the
individual turbine output on the same energy source,
the wind [2]. The problem is exacerbated by the
intended presence in many cases of several different
types of WIG's within a single utility system and in
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some cases within a single farm. The analysis in [3]
permits only one type of WIG per farm and several
farms of the same type only if the wind correlation
between farms is small. In this paper we derive a
reliability model for systems with various intra-farm
and/or intra-system wind turbine types possible. We
apply the results to a special utility/wind
farm/interface system presently being designed at
Cornell [4].

In order to estimate the long term influence of
wind farm output on power system reliability
characteristics we form a wind power output table
compatible with conventional system reliability margin
tables [9,10].

In order to form this table we require wind
velocity probability and frequency distribution
function data. These data are used together with
relevant wind farm input/output and reliability
characteristics to determine expected farm output. In
this paper P(x) is the usual notion of probability
associated with random variable x (sometimes called
the exact probability). If we have a particular value
of random variable x in mind, say X, then two
functions of variable X are of interest namely the
cumulative probability

p*(X) = E P(x) = P(x < X)
x< X

and the cumulative frequency

F*(X) = E f(x) = F(x < X)
x< X

where incremental frequency f(x) is defined by

f(x) = P(x) (X* -Xx")x x

(1-1)

(1-2)

(1-3)

and XI and X "
are the up and down transition rates

associNted wiAh random variable x, respectively. We
note that in (1-3) P(x)X is the frequency with which
random variable x transfefs to the up-state, that
P (x) XIt the frequency with which x transfers to thexdown-state, and that incremental frequency f(x) may be
negative. The character of random variable x is thus
described by a variable X which, for the purpose of
tabulation, takes on discrete values Xi (i=0,l,...,m).

The process of developing an outage table
requires combination of random events. In fact, once
the models have been developed it is the efficient
combination of events that is at the heart of the
problem. Given n independent random events xl, (i =

1, ..., n) to be combined into a single random event y
the probability of y is

n iP(Y) = , P(x )
1=1

and the incremental frequency of y is
n

f() P y)z ~k'. -X".)f(y)= Py)1=1 xi xi

(1-4)

(1-5)

Thus, the exact output power probability and
incremental frequency of output power are
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or
n fX1(-6

f(y) = P(y) i1 p1) (1-6)
=1 p(x )

Using (1-1), (1-2) and (1-4) and (1-6) we may form the
combined cumulative probability and frequency
distributions

P* (Y) = z n P(x )yKY 1=1

F* (y) = Y: P (y) iyc Y i=l P(x )

(1-7)

frequency distribution of wind velocity
corresponding distributions of WIG output power.
cumulative probability distribution for the ith
output power is given by

P* (v) +P
w (

0

p!(x) = P* (v)+P

1

o < x < CC(v)

C(v) < X < Cr

to
The
WItG

(2-2)

x > Cr

(1-8) where P* (x) is the probability that the output power
of the iWh WIG is less than or equal to x and

II. AN OUTPUT PCOER DISTRIBUTION FOR A FARM OF
IDENTICAL WIND TUBINE GENERATORS

In this section we model wind and WTG
characteristics for single units and discuss
aggregation methods for several identical units. In
many cases the wind data has been distilled to a
ccfmmonly accepted Weibull distribution description
with the cumulative probability of hourly wind
velocity given by

p (V.) = P (w v.) = 1 - exp [H(v /c)K]
1 w -i (2-1)

Po = Pw(v > V) = 1 - p*(v) (2-3)

and the cumulative power output frequency distribution
is given by

FW*(v)+F0 O < x <C(v)

F (X) = F*(v)+F C(v) < x < C

O x > C

where constants c and K characterize the distribution.
Some researchers fit the data to a Rayleigh
distribution which is a special case of (2-1).
Unfortunately, the Weibull (or Rayleigh) distribution
functions contain little information concerning the
wind velocity cumulative frequency distribution
function. If chronological wind velocity data are
available, the distributions may be formed by using
the algorithm for treating load models given in [5].

r

C(v)

C (v)

V V
r

Figure 1. Typical WITG power output characteristics.

There are several functions used to approximate the
wind generator output characteristics C(v) in the
interval V < v < v [7]where v and v are respectively
the turbines' cut-in and cut-out wind speeds. The two
that are most prevalent are linear and cubic
representations. Thus we can usually describe C(V)
as:

C(v) = av-b or Av3

t%cr

O < v < v, v > v_

v < v < vr

_r V r

where C (v) is the output power of the wind generator
as a function of wind velocity v, vr is rated wind
speed, and a, b, and A are constants. We note that
when the wind velocity is less than cut-in velocity v
or exceeds cut-out velocity v the WIG is shut down and
its output power is zero. Using the transfer curve of
figure 1 we can easily transfer the probability and

where F*.) is the frequency at which the output power
of the 1tn WIG is less then or equal to x and

F0 = Fw (v> v) Fw(v) (2-4)

Now, consider a wind farm consisting of Ng identical
WrG's each of which may fail. The probability that
k(COk Ng) generators are available is given by

P (k) = (kg (Ngk) r) (2-5)

where r is the forced outage rate (FOR) for all
generators. With the cumulative probability given by

Pg (k) = z P (I)
k~ I

(2-6)

the corresponding formula for cumulative frequency is
given by (see [5] for a proof by induction)

*g (k =
Pg (k) (Ng-k)

F (k)
)

tr

where tr is the repair time.
frequency function is given by

fg(k) = Fg(k) - Fg (k-1)

(2-7)

The incremental

(2-8)

The tableau of cumulative probability and frequency as
a function of the number of generators available is
the wind generator outage table. The random variables
v and k, the wind velocity and the number of WIG's
available respectively, are assumed to be independent,
so that for each discrete level of wind velocity v.
the exact probability of k generators available is

(2-9)P(vi n k) Pw(vi) g(k)
and the incremental frequency of the joint event is
given by

f(vi.( k) = P (k).fw(vi) + f (k)-Pw(vi)
The output power for the farm in this case is

xj = k-C(vi)

570
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P(xj) = E P (k)P (v.)i k.C(vi)=xj g w 1

I x.
= PC-'-- ) P (v.-) (2-10)
i-O g C(vi) w i (-o

where 9Q is the number of discrete velocity data points
and

f(xj) = I[ P (k) f (v.)+f (k)Pw (v )]
k.C(v.)=x. g w 1 g w

571
An application of equations (2-15) to (2-17) to a

qind farm consisting of ten identical Boeing MOD-2
wind turbines is considered in the following example.
The MOD-2 power output data are Cr = 2.5 MW, v = 6.3
m/s, vr = 12.3 m/sec, and v = 20.117 mls at a hub
height of 61 meters. The Weibull distribution
parameters for the annual distribution of hourly wind
velocities at the wind site and at 61 meters are c =
10 and K = 2.8. We assume that the cumulative
frequency function is the same as the probability
distribution with the exception that the cumulative
frequency of rated wind power is zero. Of course,
this assumption is not essential for the method. The
power output characteristics of the MOD-2 are assumed
given by

9Q xI (xj.P=
i [P9(C(vjJ).fw(vi+fgC( i)P (vi)] (2-11)

Therefore, the corresponding cumulative probability
and frequency distributions are

* 2~~~t
P (x) =Z p (x.) = (Cix )P (vi)

)P gj1.0a10

and
*

F (x)

_J

* x ).[p* *v)P(v-
i=- 9 C(v) w(vi) Pw(vi-9I

= £ f(xj)
-Xj

0

C(v) =

2.5 MW

v<6.3m/s,v>20.117m/s
6. 3m/s<v<12. 3m/s

12.3m/s<v<20.117m/s
(2-18)

Figure 2 is a plot of the cumulative frequency and
probability distributions versus wind farm output
assuming a forced outage rate for each wind turbine of

(2-12) 0.1 and a repair time of seven days, and no
interconnection equipment failure. The mean power
output for each generator is 1.131MW and the mean
power output for the farm is 11.311 MW. The effect
of different FOR's on the mean power output of the
wind farm is shcwn in Table 1.

[ x( f (V.) + F* x )P (vi)]1=0 g ( )w 1 ~C(vi w1

The following equivalent expressions are g(
more convenient for practical calculations:

* *-Ng xP (x) = Z Pw(C(k))P (k)
k=0

or
() Ng

( ) k= P(C(Xfl PQ()P(kl)
k=a

and

(x) N= * -x k-xF (x) = E Pw(C(-~)) *f(k)+F*(C(-~ P9(k)
k=

or

N

F(x) = E {P (C(-)) [Fg(k)-Fg(k-l)]
k=0 w

+ F(C(Ek)) [Pg (k)-Pg (k-1)]}I
where

C(X) is the functional inverse of C(v), i.e.

(2-16)
Figure 2. The cumulative probability and frequency

distribution function for ten MOD-2 WrG's
with FOR's of 0.1.

2-17) Table 1. Forced Outage Rate versus Average Power fora wind farm consisting of ten MOD-2 WIG's.

FOR 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

p| 12.442 11.939 11.311 10.683 10.054ea4n 113..

C(C(v)) = v.

(2-13)

enerally

p
1 .0

0.8

(2-14) 0.6

0.4

1/HOUR F*
* 1.0

0.8

- 0.6

0.4

- 0.2
(2-15)

0.2

0
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III. PCWER OUIPUT CHARACIERISTICS OF WIND FAE
5ONTAINING WIND TURBINES OF DIFFERENT TYPE

Recent studies concerning large wind farms hc
shown that individual WIG average power output e
farm average power output tend to be identic
however, the associated distributions are differE
[6]. The following model allows the power outi
distribution for a large wind farm to be estimat
from individual wind site data. The mean wind spE
and standard deviation at hub height and at
representative site are denoted vs and cs The fa
is assumed to consist of n sites having average wi
velocity spatial cross correlation p. The mean
height wind velocity for the farm is vF = vs wi
standard deviation 1/2

[1 + (n-l)aF-=a n n
I

The Weibull distribution parameters are estimated by

F

K = K (-)

-1.086

and

C = VBt (1 +/K) (3-3)

where r is the usual gamma function and Ks is t
shape factor of the Weibull distribution at t
representative site.

Now, suppose there are M wind generator tyj
contained within the farm with type J composed of
identical machines. Suppose further there are , w:
velocity states vi, i=l, ..., z. Although we assi

failure events for different WIG types are independ(
their power output characteristics are not independ
due to the correlation in wind velocity. If there
a basic random event EB for which the number
generators of type J that are available is K.and I
wind velocity is vi, then the random lzaria]
associated with power output for this event is

M

x = C (EB) = E C (vi) -K
.= lJ3 i

RMS

ave
and
cal
ent
put
ted
eed
a

arm
ind
hub
ith

M

[P (V.) lP (K4( E C(vi) kj=x1(3-8)

and

f (x) = E [f (EB)l C(E5) x]

9, f (v.) f (K.)K
-1 { P(E) i + E 3 E C. (Vi -Ki=x}

_o 13 PW(vi) pi(Ki) j=1j
(3-9)

The number of basic events or number of calculations
M

is N = ( N.) 9. For example, if we have a wind
E j=l1

farm of one-hundred WrG's, consisting of ten types of
ten each and ten discrete levels of wind velocity the
number of calculations required is 101l. A
computationally efficient recursive algorithm has been
developed for calculating the farm power output
distribution which takes advantage of the fact that
under certain wind conditions the output power for
every WIG type is conditionally independent. Given
wind velocity vi the recursive combination procedure
is as follows:

the
the 1. Frcm the outage table of generators of type 1,

form the output power exact probability and

Des incremental frequency:

Nj
rind
'ume
lent
lent
is
of
the
ble

(3-4)

Because generator failure events and wind velocity are

independent the exact probability and incremental
frequency of this event are found to be

M

P(EB) P(v ) .1P(K.) (3-5)
B) Pw(v j)lj1

P1 (xi vi) = P1 (K1)

f1(x Vi) = f1(K1), K1 = l,2, ...,N1

(3-10)

(3-11)

where P1(K1) and f1(Kl) are the generator outage
table entries, and x = Cl(vi).

2. Form Pj(xlvi) and fj(xlvi) frcm P(j-l) (xlvi) and

f(j-l)(xlvi) recursively as follows:

Nj
P; (Xl Vi) = E [P(j_) (X-(Vi) j) j j

(3-12)

Nj
f i (xl vi) =

k.=l
j=

f(E8) = P(EB)
fw(vi)
p (vi)

M f (K.)

j=l j (Kj) (3-6)

where P (v.) and fw(vi) are the exact probability and
incremental frequency associated with wind level v.
and P.(K.) and f.(K.) are the exact probability an)
increm nt:al frequvnc4 of Kj generators available in
group type J.

All basic events being mutually exclusive, we may for!m
the power output exact probability P(x) and
incremental frequency f(x) for the farm according to

P(x) = E [P(EB)IC(EB) = x]
M

(3-7)

+ Pj (K.) .f(.1) (X-C(v ) -Ki)[,j = 2,...,M

(3-13)

3. PM (xj vi) and f (xlvi) are the exact conditional

probability anJ conditional incremental frequency
distributions of the wind farm output power
under wind velocity vi. The wind distributions

are assumed to be independent of failure events

producing farm power output exact probability
and frequency distributions for wind speed vi
given by

(3-14)p (x) = pM(XI Vi) *Pw(Vi)

and

f (x) = PM(xl vi) *fw(vi)+Pw(vi) .fM(X i) (3-15)

572
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4. Repeat 1-3 for each wind level and sum according
to

and

P (x) = E P (x)
i=o

(3-16)

(3-17)f(x) =o fi(x)
i=o

5. Compute the distribution functions for the farm
*

P (x) = E P(x)
x> y

*

F (x) = z f (x)
c>y

(3-18)

(3-19)

subcluster I

r~

4KV

4I

l_ _ _ --I

!subclusterr 4 +c
._

38KV

_:IK34KV,
a.G]

138KV

grid

.1The algorithm described in steps 1-5 is far more
computationally efficient than calculations by
equations (2-14) and (2-16). If generators of
different types have approximately the same output
capacity then the number of calculations using (3-12)
and (3-13) is

M j-l
NE N (z Nk)1 ijk=lkl

which for our previous example is 45x103 as opposed to
the considerably larger value of 1011.

IV. CONSIDERATION OF INTERFACE EQUIPMENT FAILURE

Large wind farms consisting of large megawatt
sized WTGls will undoubtly require utility interface
equipment consisting of transformers, transmission
lines, protection and control equipment, and farm
monitoring and management devices. A typical
arrangement might be the sectionalized T-bus shown in
Figure 3.

Preferred arrangements are currently under
consideration by several researchers however,
conventional utility protection practices would
probably dictate some form of the sectionalized T-Bus
for constant speed wind machines. The tradeoffs in
the interface are as usual, reliability versus

economics. For a variety of technical and economic
reasons [4] an AC/DC/AC interface which takes into
account problems of fault protection, control, and
stability and can accomodate variable speed wind
turbines as well as fixed speed machines is being
designed at Cornell University. The specific
interface is as shown in Figure 4.

Obviously the interface reliability characteristics of
the configurations presented in Figures 3 and 4 are
quite different. When we seek to quantify the
economic benefits of wind power it is clearly
desirable to account for interface system failure
otherwise, wind farm output power characteristics will
be determined only by wind velocity distributions and
wind generator outage tables. Although the techniques
developed in this paper are applicable to either
configuration, we examine the effects of interface
FOR's on the interconnected system reliability for the
AC/DC/AC configuration since we feel that this
configuration offers the greatest potential for non-
disruptive penetration of large blocks of intermitten
energy sources into utility systems.

In discussing the configuration of Figure 4 we
use the notion of series and parallel connections that
were used in [5]. That is, two elements are said to

subcluster 20 -7-4L-
L--- - - -.j

I

Figure 3. A sectionalized T-bus interface
configuration.

'P,

w

'1 1 ~i

w
1i 0

WI I-~---i

Figure 4. An AC/DC/AC utility
wind turbines.

fAC

IA.
J

interface for large

combine in parallel when the capacity of the
combination is equal to the sum of the capacities of
the individual elements and two elements combine in
series when the capacity of the combination is the
lesser of the absolute values of the capacities of the
individual elements with the appropriate sign.

The outage table for transmission elements in
terms of their forced outage rates r and repair times
tr is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The outage table for transmission elements

Dperating capacity Outage capacity P* F*

K 0 1 0

1
-

0 K r r/tr

In this study the forced outage rates r, of twenty
MOD-2 WTG's was varied from 0.025 to 0.2 9] and the
forced outage rates of the DC stations rDS (rectifier
or inverter) was varied from 0.001 to 0.05 [11]. The
forced outage rates of the DC transmission lines and
the transformers were held constant at 0.001. The
table entries are expected energy from the twenty 2.5
MW WIG's for one year.

Table 3. The influence of various
station FOR's.

wind generator/DC

In the system of Figure 4, every WTG in any group Ai
combines in series with a rectifier to form group
element aij. A group may consist of, say, ten group
elements and a one-hundred WTG farm may consist of
ten groups or five group pairs. Figure 4 shows a
single group pair. As part of the farm protection
scheme any group element may be short-circuited at its
output and thus removed from service while the
remaining group elements continue to function. The
group elements combine in series with the DC
transmission lines and the inverter IAi. On this
basis, we can recursively and systematically combine
system elements and produce an outage table for each
group. By parallel combination of outage tables for
each group pair and subsequent series connection with

transformers Tp we obtain the outage table for the
entire WIG/interface system.

An outage table can be formed for every system
element if we know its forced outage rate r and repair
time tr. When two system elements a and b are
connected in parallel, the outage table of the
resultant element c is given by [5]

(4-1)Pc (k) =E. Pa (k-j) [Pb (i)-Pb (j-l)]
3

Fc (k) = Ef Fa (k-j) - [Pb (i)-Pb (j-1)

+
* kj)-F* *

a (-)Fb (j)-Fb (j-1) (4-2)

The corresponding formulae for series connection of
elements a and b are [5]

* * * * *,

pc (k) = Pa (k) + PB (k) - Pa (k) Pb ()

Fc (k) =Fa* (k) - [-P* (k) ] + Fb (k)-[l-P *(k)]I

(4-3)

(4-4)

Although (4-1) through (4-4) can be used throughout,
if the WTG's in Figure 4 are identical we would use
(2-12) and (2-13) instead of (4-1) and (4-2) to
compute the parallel group element connection table.

The impact of different forced outage rates on
the interface of Figure 4 are shown in Table 3. It
should be noted that the interface configuration
presented here is of simple series/parallel structure
and contains no loops. If a more complex
interconnecting structure containing loops is to be
considered, the methods of [12] can be used.

rdS_r 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.2

0.001 202.1 194.8 170.2 111 .3
0.005 200.1 192.3 167.0 109.3
0.01 198.2 189.2 163.1 106.8

0.02 192.5 182.5 155.2 102.2
0.05 172.9 160.4 132.6 90.2

V. CONCLUSICN

In this paper we develop a reliability model
together with a computationally efficient algorithm
which takes account of the utility interface system.
The wind farm output power characteristics include
the frequency distribution function which is
compatible with conventional margin table
calculations.
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